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Notes of Survey:

Beginning at the West angle of this lot, the coordinates referred to the Govt. Survey Reference Station "Kaipahaku" being 26.3 ft. the boundary runs by the true meridian:

1-N.48°12'6"- 287 ft. along West edge of road to angle.
2-N.51°23'9"- 399 ft. to North angle
3-S.58°32'5"- "road and along lot §6 to East angle
4-S.33°41'9"- 633 ft. edge of Napeu ridge to South angle
5-N.58°42'5"-1951 ft. lot §4 across road to point of beginning.

Reserving a 25 foot roadway along and within West boundary of this lot, leaving a net area of 27.0 acres.

A.J. Lockwood
Jan 1900

* 1744 feet is the distance scaled on working sheet.
Puanahulu Gov't Lots.

N. Kona, Hawaii

No. 5.

Notes of Survey:-

Beginning at the West angle of this lot, the coordinates referred to the Gov't Survey Reference Station "Kaipohuku" being N. 26 3 feet and E 1205 0 feet the boundary runs by the true meridian:-

1- N 48° 12' E 287 feet along West edge of road to angle;
2- N 51° 28' E 399 feet along West edge of road to North angle;
3- S 58° 32' E 1744 feet along road and along lot #6 to East angle;
4- S 33° 41' W 638 feet along edge of Napuu ridge to South angle;
5- N 58° 42' W 1951 feet along lot #4 and across road to point of beginning.

Reserving a 25 foot roadway along and within West boundary of this lot, leaving a net area of 27.0 acres.

(signed) A. B. Loebenstein.

Surveyor.

January 1900.